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By Ben H. Winters

Quirk Books. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Last Policeman, Ben H. Winters, In
THE LAST POLICEMAN, Edgar Award winner and New York Times bestselling author Ben H. Winters,
offers readers something they've never seen before: A police procedural set on the brink of an
apocalypse. What's the point in solving murders when we're going to die soon, anyway? Hank
Palace, a homicide detective in Concord, New Hampshire, asks this question every day. Most people
have stopped doing whatever it is they did before the asteroid 2011L47J hovered into view. Stopped
selling real estate; stopped working at hospitals; stopped slinging hash or driving cabs or trading
high-yield securities. A lot of folks spend their days on bended knee, praying to Jesus or Allah or
whoever they think might save them. Others have gone the other way, roaming the streets, enjoying
what pleasures they can before the grand finale. Government services are beginning to slip into
disarray, crops are left to rot. When it first appeared, 2011L47J was just a speck, somewhere beyond
Jupiter's orbit. By mid-October it revealed itself to be seven kilometers in diameter, and on a crash
course with the Earth. Now it's March, and sometime in...
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Definitely one of the better book We have possibly read. We have read through and i also am certain that i am going to gonna study once again yet again
in the foreseeable future. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Enr ique La ba die-- Enr ique La ba die

It is really an awesome ebook that I have ever read. It typically fails to expense a lot of. I am very easily can get a enjoyment of studying a written ebook.
-- Delphia  Fa y-- Delphia  Fa y
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